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Press Release May 14, 2018 

5-15-18 1426 hrs. 

An employee doing construction at the old Long Horn Steakhouse property 1000 block Baltimore Pk. 

reported his extension ladder stolen from the site. The ladder was valued at $300.00. 

5-16-18 1100 hrs. 

A victim reported that sometime 5-12 his wallet was stolen from his parked vehicle in the rear lot of 

Springfield Mall. He later learned that credit cards from the wallet had been used to purchase numerous 

items totaling over $112.  

5-16-18 1708 hrs. 

Target at the mall security reported observing a female inside the store selecting clothing and jewelry 

and concealing the items inside a shopping bag and her purse. The female then attempted to leave and 

was stopped by security. She was identified as Jydasia Chavis 18 years old from Folcroft. She was 

transported to headquarters, charged with Retail Theft and taken to arraignment at Springfield Court. 

5-16-18 1729 hrs. 

An employee of the Craft Beer Store reported a male subject had been inside the store smoking one of 

the store’s cigars and watching a game on TV. When the male paid for the cigar, his debit card was 

denied. The male was asked to leave the store and began to act disorderly and pushed an employee on 

his way out and walked away from the store. Unfortunately for this person, he dropped his wallet on the 

way out which contained identification. This will maybe be one of the easier cases for our Detectives to 

follow up. 

5-17-18 1341 hrs. 

A resident of the 900 block of Joseph Pl. reported that sometime between 5-7 and 5-10 someone pulled 

out his support police signs and his pro-republican party signs from his front lawn. On 5-17 he found 

several pizza boxes placed on his front lawn. We don’t mean to get political, but we don’t like when 

someone messes with support police signs. 

 

 

 



5-17-18 2054 hrs.  

While investigating a traffic crash at the Days Inn property 600 block Baltimore Pk. in which a vehicle 

became stuck on the barrier wall from the Best Buy Store, Ofc. Hurwitz found the driver of the vehicle to 

be intoxicated. The female, a 26 yr. old from Ridley Park, was taken into custody and submitted to a 

blood test. She was released to family and charges for DUI are pending. 

5-19-18 2219 hrs. 

Officers responded to a residence on the 800 block Springhaven Rd. to help an intoxicated subject inside 

who had fallen and sustained a head laceration. The male received medical assistance from Springfield 

Ambulance and paramedic and created an unsafe situation inside the ambulance and also at the 

hospital. The male was charged with Disorderly Conduct and Public Drunkenness. 

 

  

 

 

 


